BOB : At least we might prove something easily. Can you imagine what a programmer would do with your theorems and axioms? ALICE : You're not being fair. There are lots of stories of theorem provers or equivalent techniques such as B, Z, or other algebraic methods solving problems. BOB : Yes, but everybody can set up a Promela program, and run SPIN on it, and it works without the help of those smart guys from great universities. There are too few of them, and automated tools are necessary to conduct these proofs.
CHARLIE : Theorem provers are here to help and to make these mathematics easy for everyone. Plus, you also have an environment for example, in Coq. They bridge the gap between the semantics of programming languages and theorem provers.
BOB: Come on! They only enable functional programming. Who actually uses functional programming in real distributed systems? Take a closer look most programs are in C, Java, or C#, and model checking starts to be operational for such programs. Transparency is the key issue, and it's a way to hide the complexity of the underlying formal methods. CHARLIE : On this point, I agree, but with Petri nets, you can also enjoy the benefits of structural analysis without deploying the system's state space. So, you can, by means of invariants, parameterize your property according to the initial system state. Then you also have the possibility of doing model checking, so you get the best of both worlds.
There is a big smile on Charlie's face. Bob's eyes are furious. Alice drinks some beer and then shows a triumphant expression.
ALICE : You guys are wrong: model checking is just an interesting testing technique. Let's assume it's more efficient but only considers finite systems. And your Petri net stuff, Charlie, is a pleasant farce. I agree that there is parameterization in your invariants, but how poor are they when you want to analyze and verify a given property? Petri nets are too poor for the elaborate properties of complex systems.
BOB : Such a miserable argument upsets me. Efficient techniques now exist for addressing combinatorial explosion in model checking. Moreover, how valuable is an unused theorem? It's as useless as a dead programming language. I agree that for some points, theorem proving is important, but when you must build rapidly distributed systems, all weapons are important, and the challenges and techniques used in model checking are as formal as any other.
And the argument continues...
What's so important about formal methods?
Hearing discussions that use unfair arguments to promote one's work is quite common. But, despite differences in the techniques, every formal method has its strengths and weaknesses.
For example, as Bob says, model checking is easy to use (and to implement, in a naive way). Of course, when dealing with very large systems or with specific structures to handle complexity, implementation is much less trivial but it remains user-friendly for engineers. And that's a good point. Moreover, it's very relevant for parallel systems another good point.
However, model checking is rather poor when properties deal not with causality of events but with data types or recursive constructs. In that area, algebraic methods, even if they're more complex to grasp, are much more appropriate and efficient.
And it's true that, with Petri nets, you can do both model checking and a sort of parameterized analysis. But, if model checking remains as efficient as what you can get from a Promela program, the model itself only offers basic constructs to handle parallelism. This is also true with parameterized proofs using Petri net invariants: it's possible, but only on a set of predefined properties that still have to be interpreted. This is much less than what you can do with algebraic-based methods, but there is a systematic algorithm to do so. Furthermore, it doesn't require a struggle to find a path from axioms to the property to be verified.
But everybody is used to arguing that there's only one way to do formal methods.
Like Martin Luther King Jr., "we have a dream." We have a dream in which people recognize all methods' strengths and weaknesses and all methods can deal with each other and join forces to combine their strengths. Fortunately, we see signs that this time is coming. For example, both the software engineering and hardware industries are becoming more interested in formal methods and are supporting joint projects with academics. Maybe a challenge such as introducing formal semantics into UML and verifying UML specifications requires cooperation from the entire formal-methods community, because in today's world, we need verification tools to enforce reliability in complex systems (regardless of the techniques involved).
Since enough problems exist on which at least one of the current techniques is efficient
